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ABSTRACT   

For almost two decades significant improvements have been made in the area of efficient WaveFront sensing to 
compensate areas in the sky of larger size and with better achieved quality.  
This has been accomplished in several directions, some of them become possible because of the development of new 
technologies, because of the availability of new kind of telescopes or because of the introduction of new concepts. 
While one of the currently favorite scenarios involve the so called Global MCAO, I will try to review these efforts 
placing them in perspective. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
At any moment –during a dark night- in a certain volume the size of the order of the Fried radius, located somewhere 
(but still well within our turbulent atmosphere) above a large telescope aperture, a certain number of photons crossing 
such a volume do actually reach the telescope aperture and, in principle, can be collected in order to retrieve some 
information regarding the refractive index status of such a small volume. If one analyze how much photons are actually 
crossing there, a relatively large fraction of these does involve background light. In spite of some efforts in the past (and 
to some hints by experiments of Multi Conjugated Adaptive Optics, MCAO hereafter, achieved on the solar disk, where 
the surface brightness is so large that any variations across the telescope aperture is easily identifiable) the use of 
featureless light has been found of no, or negligible, help. This is true with maybe some possible exception reppresented 
by some signal coming from edge effects (leading to some speculation that this could achieve some results in complex 
pupils and/or in segmented apertures) reminding of the elusive (but very well understood) “flying shadow” phenomenon 
during solar total eclipses. We should, at least for the moment, focus our attention to the photons with some definite 
features well identifiable a-priori (likely their angele of arrival), namely the light from some well identified stars. In 
Adaptive Optics (AO hereafter) these takes the generic name of reference stars. Still, the total flux here is not a 
completely negligble fraction, especially if one pile up the starlight from the whole adressable ensemble of stars 
interested by such geometrical definition. 
This way of seeing things is actually the dual of the one of noting out how much footprints, at a certain altitude layer, is 
overlapped for projections of the telescope entrance pupil to a certain range of directions. As in the first case it is relevant 
how much angular field of view (FoV hereafter) is outlined from the edges of the telescope aperture as given from a 
certain height, in the second it is relevant which range of directions in the sky still interest a certain point in a layer at the 
same elevation. 
As a rule of thumb, the popular 2 arcmin FoV, a typical value for a large panoramic camera still achieving diffraction 
limit, makes two 8m diameter pupils smacking each others at an height of a bit less than 14km or, at an altitude above 
the level of the observatory of 10km while observing at a 45deg elevation (a figure that should be used recalling the 
concept of achieving some kind of AO during normal scientific operations rather than at its best possible performances). 
These figures linearly scales for larger apertures. When 100m was a popular diameter for a futurible, but possible, 
Extremely Large Telescope, this would make the same effect for an angle that almost reach half degree[1]; a size that is 
normally covered by Prime Focus stations (striclty seeing limited) on today largest optical telescopes. 
Still, on the somehow more modest, but still on their way, apertures of the order of 25m to 40m, angles of the order of  6 
to 10 arcmin in diameter becomes available for the same above mentioned configuration. It is also to be pointed out that 
there is a continuous of turbulence in our unfriendly (at least for the AO scientist) atmosphere so that proportionally the 
turbulence located in the first, say, 5km, can be adressed with an angle that is proportionally wtice (and that cover an 
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area that is fourfold). The amount of photons involved, infact, scales with the square of the diameter of the FoV, at least 
for an uniformly, or statistically assumed as such, distribution of reference stars.  

 
Figure 1 - How much photons are crossing a certain portion 

of the turbulent atmosphere and reach the telescope? 
On the other hand the technology on how to use such a photons has reached a large degree of development in the last 
couple of decades and, furthermore, WaveFront Sensors (WFS hereafter) exploiting the diffraction limited capabilities of 
the telescope are now widely recognized as the most efficient ones.  
 

 
Figure 2 - Time flowing from left to right: technology in WFsensing, diameter of 

telescopes and classes of concepts, allowed for a potential D4 increase in performances. 
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These takes almost full advantage of the diffraction limited capabilities of the telescope used to sense the starlight and, 
although with a certain number of assumptions, one can realize that the effect of the sky background and the effect of the 
actual shrinking of the reference stars are effective with the square of the diameter of the telescope aperture. This means, 
piling up the two effects, that a fourth power relationship linking the ability to use photons interesting the turbulence 
layer within a certain assigned geometry, is in force! This statement is –to some extent- a bit exagerated. For lower layers 
the angles can easily become so large to loose their practical ability (in prinicple with alomost any ELT planned so far 
one could remove easily the turbulence in the first one or two km using starlight from, say, half to one degree in 
diameter, an annular region not even considered by all of the scientific instrumentation packages, this however would 
requires such  modifications to the optical train of the telescope to make them an unlikely option), but it is still an 
interesting rule of thumb. 
This means that shifting from an 8m to a 40m class aperture a factor short of three orders of magnitude by less than a 
factor two combining both the coverable FoV –hance the number of reference light to be used- and the ability to handle 
such a light to obtain a certain degree of precision in the wavefront estimation, has the potenitality to translate a 
technique that have a miserable sky coverage (of, say, the order of the unit of percentage) into at least a reasonable sign 
that efforts are well spent, because a full, or close to such, sky coverage, would not violate this simple scaling laws. 
 
 

 
Figure 3 - Size matter. The same FoV used to look for reference stars gives no way to stitch informations from 
high altitude turbulent layers, while becomes severely overlapped for any of the planned ELTs. 
 

2 CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
The obvious step forward into concepts for AO are based upon the number of reference stars and the degree of loop-
closure. Single reference AO, sometimes referred to also as SCAO (Single Conjugated Adaptive Optics, although usually 
the conjugation is referred to the location of the corrective device, a notation that would lead to some confusion with 
Ground Layer Adaptive Optics, or GLAO, that employ similarly a single layer where the conjugation does actually 
occours) is a striclty speaking closure loop technique that aim to make as better as possible the wavefront coming from a 
certain reference star. MCAO aim to make as better as possible the wavefront of an ensemble of a reference stars[2] using 
also correcting devices located outaside from the pupil, that hence exhibits some spatial variance. Further techniques, 
like Multi Object Adaptive Optics (MOAO) or Global MCAO, employ a certain degree of open-loop. These relys on 
accurate wavefront measurements and to equally accurate driveable correcting devices. As simultaneously the Wfsensing 
concepts evolved to pupil plane WFSs[3] taking advantage of the diffreaction limit capability of the telescope[4] a certain 
contradiction emerged. A parallel path, namely what is called eXtreme Adaptive Optics (devised mainly for the scientific 
purposes of planet finding) required as well very linear WFS as the calibration of non common path aberrations was 
recognized as aprimarily source of lack of perfect correction. It is interesting that the latter recently has been resized in 
importance, as employing correcting device (namely Adaptive Secondary Mirrors, a success of a technological 
development in this area) that requires much less optics within an AO train, led to a more simplified error budget and, in 
fact, the today best Strehl achieved so far, are obtained striclty in closed loop without any calibration of non common 
path aberrations but choosing approaches that simply minimized these. Working in open loop but retaining diffraction 
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limited class WFS performances has been solved, at least in a proposed -yet to be demonstrated- form, using the so 
called VL-WFS or Very Linear WFS[5] in which a locally closed loop achieve diffraction limit on the WFS still retaining 
the same dynamic range of the local correcting device. While the extremely limited FoV of such a small SCAO-like 
system leaves ample degree of freedom in the choice of the correcting device and of the optomechanical configuration, 
clearly the limit will be dictated by the technology available for the correction. If an high dynamic range, still achieving 
comparable diffraction limited performances WFS does exists (in short: a VL-WFS without moving parts) is not obvious 
and in the past detailed demonstration that from a theoretical viewpoint things could not be possible proven to be wrong, 
as based upon some assumptions that has been overcome. While this sounds like the possible next frontier on the 
conceptual viewpoint several steps have been made into the realm of tomographic reconstruction and even modest layer-
oriented approaches have been proven on the sky and shown to exhibit significant correction in partially opne loop. In 
GMCAO, in fact, one can measure around FoV (a popular choice being 10arcmin, as being compatible with the 
optomechanical design of the E-ELT) but to compensate on a much larger area (the imperative 2 arcmin FoV).  

 
Figure 4  - In this plot the turbulence over the observatory is being compensated by three correcting devices 
(Deformable Mirrors) located at the ground and 8 and 13 km approximately. The measurements, however, are 
made using 5 and 10 arcmin FoV for the ground and other layers respectively. Using a 9 layer reconstruction, a 
perfect result would be the one to remove the darkest area of this plot, stil away from the 100% Strehl that is at 
hand with today XAO systems. 
It is to be pointed out that with a limited number of correcting devices, once a certain FoV is imposed, the best 
performances are far from the high Strehl we are getting used nowadays.An obvious area where technology development 
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achieved impressive results is actually outside the limit of the boundary of the title of this review, and in fact is on Laser 
Guide Stars development. The actual trouble of producing high power, reliable, laser source at the right wavelength and 
with the correct format, seems now finally reached, although a routinely, exceedings the photon limit regime, system is 
still on its way and have to be reliably proven in the sky. While this is likely to occours in the near future, one should not 
recall that the problems into focal position conjugation of finite range LGSs, and by consequences conical effects, scales 
negatively with the size of the telescope, so these are much more challenging (although they do not pose any aconceptual 
barrier) and even designing a LGS-friendly telescope in provision of future expansions in this area is an important 
driving parameter. The other technological area in which we are seeing important developments is in the detector 
technology. Detectors that are able to collect photons from the whole Silicon and NIR regime with low or zero noise, 
high frame rate are at hands and some examples are already commercially available. It is interesting that this creates an 
area in which the crude (but close to reality) approximations that most of the photons come from a single wavelength, is 
no longer true. Especially for a diffraction limited capability WFS there is a significant spread of effects, both because of 
diffraction rules and both because different degrees of compensation achieved at different wavelengths. Let us image, in 
fact, a pyramid WFS in which the detector is able to collect light from the 500nm to the 1.8um range. While this would 
reppresent an improvement in the collected photon counts of a factor of maybe 2 to 4 (depending upon the spectra of the 
reference star, and let me recall that the vast majority of stars in our Galaxy are cold, redder stars) the signal due to the 
improper correction in closed loop would mostly come from the shorter wavelength photons. Can this be used to get 
some advantage? In the past it was already proposed to have a central obstruction in the focal plane to avoid the “good 
behaving” photons to contibute to the Poissonian noise disturbing the other ones. In other words one could use the bulk 
of NIR photons to achieve most of the compensation and to use the more “picky” vicible photons to achieve the finest 
degree of compensation, all in one device, wiothout having the first to introduce disturbance in the second.  

 

 
Figure 5 - This picture illustrates one of the several possible ways to split the light spatially in the focal plane 
toward two set of four pupils in order to reconstruct the light coming from an inner and outer region respectively. 
This could be used for a variety of reasons, including bootstrapping the light when in open loop, using lower order 
of lower temporal frame rate, in order to shrink anough the reference star to make the background light small 
enough to be unrelevant for further refinement of the compensation. However other use could be envisaged, in 
fact with a panchromatic detector light would spread differently on the pupil plane because of the diffraction 
rules and of the effect of partial compensation of the wavefront. 
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Furthermore, the sky background in the NIR would no longer becomes an academic matter, also because the limiting 
magnitude of achieved, relatively high Strehl, compensation, already almost reached the R=20 limit. This leads to the 
option of having a sort of double stage WFS in which an outer region is splitted toward four pupils while the inner one is 
directed to four other ones 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
While a detailed bench demonstration of the VL-WFS is still to be made, and even a detailed optomechanical study of 
how to implement GMCAO in an E-ELT is still to come, there is no evidence that this is an unovercomable taks and, 
furthermore, there are evidences that this is by far simpler than most of the LGS based concepts. The difference in 
optomechanics is such that the risk-mitigation approach for the NGSs based system seems a solution that could lack 
attraction, as basically the overall design would be LGS driven. Performances obtainable with GMCAO with a sort of 
benchmark case with 6 VL-WFS spanning over an area of up to 10arcmin (and with some limitations in performances 
even to just 5 arcmin in size) without using any specific improvement described so far, and without the introduction of 
any specific novel tomographic reconstruction technique other than the proven Layer-Oriented one (succesfully 
implemented on MAD slightly less than a decade ago) exhibits attracting results[6] on some real-science cases selected. It 
is also to be recalled, although it is a mere engineering viewpoint, that having a certain number of extremely sensitive, 
high dynamic range, WFS in the whole technical FoV of a telescope could prove to be a fantastic tool for the purpose of 
alignment, setting up, active optics, continuous monitoring, of the complex telescope optics of a large ELT. 

 
Figure 6 - This plot, courtesy of V. Viotto and taken from the work described in Viotto et al. (this conf. #9148-270) 
show the Strehl achieved on average on a 2arcmin FoV (respectively square and round) using a GMCAO 
approach with 6 VL-WFS and using the actual WFS measurement error really achieve by a Puramid WFS on 
LBT. The atmosphere is tuned to an equivalent seeing of 0.8arcsec and with observations at 30 degree of zenith 
distance.  
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There are clearly the brerakdown of regimes that were common in the AO literature till nowadays, with some 
exceptions.It would be interesting to list here, also as a sort of suggestions of areas where further novel concepts or 
technologies could makes further breakdowns: 

• Significant overlap areas or –conversely- FoV covered by the ELTs telescope aperture form the highest 
turbulence layers, are now two to three orders of magnitude larger than the isoplanatic patch, placing the 
tomographic reconstruction regime in a configuration much different from the ones where existing experiments 
and instrument played the game; 

• Visible to NIR detectors allow for WFS in which the approximation that the bandwidth is much smaller than the 
central wavelength is no longer true and is almost true the opposite. This means that the calculations to be made 
to compute their sensitivity needs to be more detailed and that, more interestingly, this new regime would lead 
to the ointroduction of some new kind of WFS optimised for such specific case; 

• WFS with spectral capability, that are maybe just beyond the line of sight, could in principle be used to achieve 
WFS at the most extreme performances by inherently weighting the collected photon counts in the proper way 
using the further knowldege of their energy; 

• Pupil plane, or novel kind of WFSs, with high dynamic range, but with no moving part (i.e. no correcting device 
in a locally closed loop fashion) could be maybe conceived in this new regime. If this would be achieve only for 
a limited number of modes could still make the possibility to strongly relax the requirement for the correction 
device. Also, a modest linearization of a diffraction limited capability WFS could be implemented as well, 
looking into the saturation regime where the gain vs. telescope diameters appears to occour (because the highest 
order modes does not take so much advantage from the compensation). 

Of course this is to be balanced by the development and the achievement that will be obtained so far in the next years 
from LGSs technology. Other technology, like the removal of OH using solid state optics or the creation of refractive 
correcting devices, could revolutionize as well the arena. This is superimposed to the currently slightly uncertain times 
where the promised ELTs are still to come because of world economic stagnation, something that every year is 
announced to be on our shoulder. AO scientist could takes this, however, as an opportunity, to make a conceptual jump 
in concepts and technology in their technique in the new regimes announced by emerging technologies and telescope 
sizes that surely will arrive soon or later. 
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